Title: Cable Colour Coding.

Reason: A new system of colour coding is being introduced.

Charges:
- U.K. Warranty.............NO
- EXPORT Factory.............NO
- Distributor..................NO

Action: In future, cable manufacturers will produce plain colours only and striping of cables will be done by the loom manufacturers to suit their own needs. Since it is cheaper, only white cables will in future be striped and these will be distinguished solely by their stripes, as follows:

In the new system two stripes of the same colour denote the base colour and a single stripe denotes the trace colour. Twist the cable to check the stripes as the natural helix does not make for easy recognition.

To take an example, two BLUE stripes and one RED stripe on a white background denotes BLUE/RED, (Fig. 1).

![Diagram of cable with stripes indicating blue and red colors](FIG. 1)

In the old system this would be denoted by a BLUE ground with a RED stripe.